Drop charges against ex-Muslim campaigner
in Tanzania, says NSS
Posted: Wed, 06 Jan 2021
The National Secular Society has backed a campaign to secure the rights of an ex-Muslim
campaigner who has been arrested in Tanzania and prevented from leaving the country.
Zara Kay, the founder of the group Faithless Hijabi, was arrested on 28 December and held in
police custody for 32 hours without a clear indication of the charges against her.
Zara is an Australian citizen who was born in Tanzania and relocated to London in 2019.
While in police custody, she was asked about the work of her organisation and why she left Islam.
She was subsequently charged over:
Social media posts deemed critical of Tanzania's president, which she wrote while in London
in May.
Not returning her Tanzanian passport, which she misplaced after gaining Australian
citizenship.
Using a SIM card not registered in her name. Laws on the failure to register SIM cards have
been used in similar high-profile freedom of expression cases in Tanzania.
She was released on bail but her passport was confiscated.
She has returned to the police station this week and according to local sources she is now
awaiting a court hearing.
Since her arrest she has had to go to hospital, as the stress of her situation has exacerbated an
underlying health condition.
'Politically motivated'
On Wednesday a statement on the Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain's website provided the latest
update on the situation.
It said there was "reason to believe" the charges were politically motivated, and initiated by those
who had "threatened Zara with death for leaving Islam and for her activism in support of exMuslims and women".
In an appearance before the press this week Tanzania's police chief only mentioned that Zara Kay
was being questioned over her citizenship status, suggesting the other charges may have been
dropped.
NSS response
The NSS is among signatories to a statement calling on the Tanzanian government to drop the
charges, return her passport and allow her to leave the country.

The society has also written to the UK ambassador to Tanzania and Tanzania's president to make
the same case.
NSS chief executive Stephen Evans said: "Zara Kay's treatment is a transparent and deeply
alarming attempt to intimidate or silence a campaigner for the rights of ex-Muslims, and to send a
wider message about the risks of challenging intolerant Islamic ideology.
"Her fundamental rights must be protected and her safety must be secured, and we call on the UK
government to join others to ensure this happens."
UPDATE, 4 March 2021
Zara Kay has now left Tanzania after weeks of facing threats and a risk to her life, and has now
arrived in Australia.
The International Coalition of Ex-Muslims has released a statement with more details.
The original text of this story was updated on Thursday 7 January to reflect the latest
developments at that point.
Image: Zara Kay in 2018 (cropped), via Wikimedia Commons, © Zahir Abbas Panjwani [CC BY-SA
4.0]
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Defend free speech
Fundamental values cannot be defended by curtailing peaceful free expression
Read More

Freedom of Expression
We promote free speech as a positive value.
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Blasphemy laws
Blasphemy laws and religious restrictions on speech are incompatible with pluralism &
human rights.
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